FlatBoard® and FlatCrate™

FlatBoard® and FlatCrate™ are innovative, versatile packaging solutions that provide superior edge and corner protection for a wide variety of products. These flat, recyclable solid fiber substrates can be folded, die cut, glued, perforated and custom printed to meet your application’s unique needs. FlatBoard and FlatCrate also protect your bottom line because they ship flat to reduce freight costs, and store flat to maximize warehouse space. When combined with VBoard, FlatBoard and FlatCrate can create an excellent alternative to heavy, difficult to handle, wooden material used in packaging.

FlatBoard®

Customized edge and corner protection used as a component of a larger protective packaging solution

- Offered in widths up to 90” and lengths up to 300” with custom sizing available
- Standard caliper options range from .060” to .200”
- Superior puncture resistance and impact resistance
- Excellent protection from strapping damage
- Custom die cut shapes available
- White top or kraft liners available with additional coating options
FlatCrate™

Three to five-panel, or more protective packaging solution that can be folded into a u-shaped crate or self-contained shipping container in a variety of geometric shapes

• Layered paper construction on all panel sides adds strength and creates channeled hinges for precision folding and wrapping

• Offered in widths from 14” to 90” and lengths from 12” to 300” with custom sizing available

• Standard caliper options range from .080” to .200”

• White top or kraft liners available with additional coating options

• Custom die cut shapes available